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Abstract. This paper considers Bayesian and Nash implementation in ex-
change economic environments with state dependent preferences and feasible
sets. We fully characterize Bayesian implementability for both di�use and
non-di�use information structures. We show that, in exchange economic
environments with three or more individuals, a social choice set is Bayesian
implementable if and only if closure, non-con®scatority, Bayesian monoto-
nicity, and Bayesian incentive compatibility are satis®ed. As such, it im-
proves upon and contains as special cases previously known results about
Nash and Bayesian implementation in exchange economic environments. We
show that the individual rationality and continuity conditions, imposed in
Hurwicz et al. [12], can be weakened to the non-con®scatority and can be
dropped, respectively, for Nash implementation. Thus we also give a full
characterization for Nash implementation when endowments and prefer-
ences are both unknown to the designer.

1 Introduction

It is by now well known that when information is private and direct control is
impossible or inappropriate, informationally decentralized processes have to
be used to make collective choice decisions or to allocate resources. However,
if an institution or organization is not appropriately designed, individuals
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may ®nd it in their interests to distort the information they provide and these
distortions may lead to nonoptimal group decisions because such informa-
tion may strategically advance their own interests. This implies that the basic
principle of mechanism design with private information must require the
organization to provide individuals with appropriate incentives so that in-
dividuals' interests are consistent with the goals of the organization. An
organization (social choice) rule which has this consistency property is called
incentive compatible. Incentive compatibility then becomes a basic require-
ment to consider in the design of a social organization in general and an
economic organization in particular. One wants to design an incentive
compatible mechanism such that the set of equilibrium outcomes of the
mechanism coincides with the set of socially desirable alternatives for all
environments under consideration. That is, given a social choice goal, one
wants to ®nd a mechanism that generates only outcomes which are consistent
with the social choice goal under an appropriate solution concept of self-
interested behavior. This is a classic problem identi®ed by Hurwicz [11]. A
fundamental problem becomes characterizing what various institutions can
achieve using incentive compatible mechanisms. Implementation theory
studies precisely this problem.

Numerous papers since the seminal work of Maskin [14] have provided
characterizations of social choice rules that can be implemented in various
solution rules of self-interested behavior. For complete information envi-
ronments, characterization results were given by Maskin [14], Hurwicz, Ma-
skin, Postlewaite [12], Repullo [28], Sajio [29], Moore and Repullo [19], Dutta
and Sen [5], Danilov [4], and others for Nash implementation; Moore and
Repullo [18], Abreu and Sen [2] and others for implementation using re®ne-
ments of Nash equilibrium;Matsushima [15] and Abreu and Sen [3] for virtual
Nash implementation. For incomplete information environments, charac-
terization results were given by Postlewaite and Schmeidler [25], Palfrey, and
Srivastava [20, 21], Mookherjee and Reichelstein [17], Jackson [13], Hong [9]
among many others for Bayesian implementation; by Palfrey and Srivastava
[23] and Mookherjee and Reichelstein [17] for implementation in using re-
®nements of Bayesian equilibrium; Abreu and Matsushima [1], Matsushima
[16], Duggan [7], and Tian [35] for virtual Bayesian implementation.

However, most of these studies assume that the feasible sets under con-
sideration are common information. This is clearly a very restrictive as-
sumption for the same reason that it is for preferences. The only exceptions
are Hurwicz, Maskin, and Postlewaite [12] (hereafter HMP) and Hong [9].1

1 In the ``better'' mechanism design literature±the design of mechanisms which have
desirable properties such as continuity and low dimensionality of message space,
Postlewaite and Wettstein [26], Tian [30, 31, 33, 34], Tian and Li [36] considered Nash
implementation of some speci®c social choice rules (such as Walrasian, Lindahl, cost
share allocation rules) for complete information environments when endowments and
preferences are unknown to the designer. These results are not characterization results
for general social choice rules.
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HMP [12] considered the problem when endowments and/or preferences are
both unknown to the designer. They showed that for exchange economies
with at least three agents, monotonically increasing preferences and en-
dowments unknown to the designer, individual rationality is su�cient, and in
conjunction with the continuity of preferences, also necessary for a social
choice correspondence to be Nash implementable. When endowments and
preference are both unknown to the designer, they show that for exchange
economic environments with three or more agents and monotonically in-
creasing preferences, individual rationality and Nash monotonicity are suf-
®cient, and in conjunction with the continuity of preferences, also necessary
for a social choice correspondence to be Nash implementable. But they as-
sumed that agents have complete information, and the results are not full
characterizations since the necessity part requires the continuity of prefer-
ences. Hong [9] considered Bayesian implementation for economic environ-
ments where endowments are incomplete information, preferences are
known to the designer, and information structure is di�use. She showed that
a social choice set is Bayesian implementable if and only if it is Bayesian
incentive compatible and Bayesian monotonic.

In this paper we consider Bayesian and Nash implementation when
preferences and feasible sets are both state dependent. We complement and
extend earlier work on Bayesian and Nash implementation in exchange
economic environments. We fully characterize Bayesian implementability by
giving necessary and su�cient conditions for both di�use and non-di�use
information structures. The ®rst theorem in the paper addresses Bayesian
implementation in exchange economic environments in which agents have
non-di�use information. We show that, in exchange economic environments
where there are three or more individuals and preferences are monotonically
increasing, a social choice set is Bayesian implementable if and only if there is
an equivalent social choice set which satis®es closure, non-con®scatority,
Bayesian monotonicity, and Bayesian incentive compatibility. The second
theorem in the paper addresses Bayesian implementation in exchange eco-
nomic environments in which agents have di�use information, which shows
that, in exchange economic environments where there are three or more
individuals and preferences are monotonically increasing, a social choice set
is Bayesian implementable if and only if it satis®es closure, non-con®sca-
tority, Bayesian monotonicity, and Bayesian incentive compatibility. Thus,
these results generalize and improve upon many of the existing results in the
Bayesian implementation literature and include them as special cases such as
those in Postlewaite and Schmeidler [25], Palfrey and Srivastava [20],
Mookherjee and Reichelstein [17], Jackson [13], and Hong [9] by allowing
both preferences and feasible sets to be state dependent.

The third theorem in the paper addresses Nash implementation in com-
plete information exchange economic environments when endowments
and/or preferences are unknown to the designer. We fully characterize Nash
implementability by giving necessary and su�cient conditions. We show
that, in exchange economic environments with three or more individuals, a
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social choice correspondence is Nash implementable if and only if non-
con®scatority and Nash monotonicity conditions are satis®ed. As a conse-
quence, we show that the individual rationality condition imposed in Hur-
wicz, Maskin, and Postlewaite [12] can be weakened to non-con®scatority,
and the continuity condition imposed in their paper is redundant when en-
dowments and preferences are both unknown to the designer.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 states some notation and
de®nitions about the framework of analysis. In Section 3 we consider
Bayesian implementation in incomplete information exchange economic
environments and provide the theorems which give necessary and su�cient
conditions for both di�use and non-di�use information structures. In Sec-
tion 4, we consider Nash implementation in complete information exchange
economic environments, and provide a theorem which gives necessary and
su�cient conditions when endowments and/or preferences are unknown to
the designer. The concluding remarks are given in Section 5.

2 The framework of analysis

Consider an exchange economy with n individuals �n > 2�, who consume l
goods.2 The set of individuals is denoted by N � f1; 2; . . . ; ng. Let Qi be a
®nite set of possible states of endowment vectors, let Ti be a ®nite set of
possible types for agent i, and let Si � Qi � Ti. An element of Si is denoted by
si � �wi; ti� 2 Qi � Ti which is called the information set of agent i. An en-
dowment pro®le is w � �w1; . . . ;wn� and Q �Qi2N Qi denotes the set of all
endowment pro®les. We assume that Qi � Rl

� and
P

i2N wi � 0 for all w 2 Q.
A type pro®le is t � �t1; . . . ; tn� and T �Qi2N Ti denotes the set of all type
pro®les.

A state of an economy is a pro®le vector s � �s1; . . . ; sn�. A state sum-
marizes agents' preferences, endowments, and information. Thus preferences
and individual endowments vary across states and are state dependent. The
set of states is denoted by S � Qi2N Si. For each i, denote by Sÿi �

Q
j6�i Sj

the set of possible state pro®les of all agents other than i.
Each agent i has a prior distribution function (probability measure) qi

de®ned on S. We assume that if qi�s� > 0 for some i 2 N , then qj�s� > 0 for
all j 6� i. The set of all such states is denoted by J and is called the support of
S, where J � fs 2 S : qi�s� > 0 8i 2 Ng. For each given information set
si 2 Si, let

pi�si� � fs0 2 S : s0i � si & qi�s0� > 0g

2 As usual, vector inequalities are de®ned as follows: Let a; b 2 Rm. Then a 3 b
means as 3 bs for all s � 1; . . . ;m; a � b means a 3 b but a 6� b; a > b means
as > bs for all s � 1; . . . ;m.
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which de®nes the set of states which i believes may be the true state. Denote
by Pi all such sets which de®nes a partition of J . Let P be the common
knowledge concatenation de®ned by P1; . . . ;Pn. That is, P is the ®nest
partition which is coarser than each Pi. Without loss of generality, we as-
sume that pi�si� 6� ; for all i 2 N and all si 2 Si. An information structure is
said to be di�use if J � S or to be non-di�use otherwise. We will give char-
acterization results for both structures.

The (ex-post) utility function of agent i, Ui : Rl
� � T ! R, is assumed to

be strictly increasing in consumption for each state s . We normalize the
utility function so that Ui�0; t� � 0 for all t 2 T .

Let A�w� denote a net trade allocation feasible set when endowment is
w 2 Q, which is de®ned by

A�w� � fz 2 Rln : zi 3 ÿ wi &
X
i2N

zi � 0 for all i 2 Ng :

De®ne A � Sw2Q A�w�.
A social choice function (allocation rule) x : S ! A is a function from

states to allocations such that

x�s� 2 A�w�
for all s � �w; t� 2 S. Thus, a social choice rule x results in feasible allocations
for all states s 2 S. Let

X � fx : S ! Ag
be the set of all allocation rules. A social choice set F is a subset of X , which
may be thought of as a collection of maps which list desirable allocations as a
function of state.

Remark 1 A social choice set is sometimes called a social choice correspon-
dence in the literature. But this may cause confusion between a social choice
correspondence setup for complete information and a social choice corre-
spondence setup for incomplete information. A social choice correspondence
in the complete information setup is usually de®ned as a mapping which
assigns to each environment a set of desirable allocations. In contrast, a
social choice set in incomplete information environments is de®ned as a set of
social choice rules, each of which is a mapping that assigns to each type
(``state'') in the class of environments a desirable allocation. So to avoid
confusion, the incomplete information correspondence is called a social
choice set. We will de®ne a social choice correspondence for incomplete
information below.

Each agent has preferences over social choice functions which have an
interim conditional expected utility representation. Given an allocation rule,
x : S ! A, the interim (conditional expected) utility of x to agent i at state s is

Vi�x; si� �
X

s2pi�si�
qiUi�xi�s� � wi; t� :
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We can now de®ne an interim weak state dependent preference relation Ri on
X by, for x; y 2 X ,

xRi�si�y , Vi�x; si� 3 Vi�y; si� :
Note that Ri�si� are not only dependent on ti but also on wi. Preferences are
clearly complete and transitive. The strict preference and indi�erence rela-
tions associated with Ri are denoted by Pi and Ii, respectively.

The tuple e � hN ;A; S; fqig; fUigi is called an exchange economic envi-
ronment. We assume, as is standard, that the structure of e is common
knowledge to all agents and that each agent i knows his own type. Denote by
E the set of all such environments.

The designer is assumed to know S and qi, but does not know the true
states of agents. To achieve a social goal, the designer needs to construct an
informationally decentralized mechanism hM ; gi, where M �Qi2N Mi with
an element m � �m1; . . . ;mn�. The set Mi is the set of all possible messages
agent i can announce and M is called a message space. g : M ! A is an
outcome function. Throughout this paper, we assume that the message space
Mi of agent i is of the form

Mi � M1
i �M2

i � Qi �M2
i ;

where M2
i is an arbitrary non-empty set, and that, for any m 2 M and any

i 2 N ,

gi�m� 3 ÿ m1
i :

For each m 2 M , g�m� yields an outcome in A. Given a mechanism hM ; gi,
each agent i chooses messages mi as a function of his types. We call a
mapping ri : Si ! Mi a strategy for agent i and Ri his set of strategies. The
notations rÿi, Rÿi;R are similarly de®ned. Given a strategy pro®le
r � �r1; . . . ; rn� with r�s� � �r1�s1�; . . . ; rn�sn��, g�r� represents the social
choice function which results when r is played.

A mechanism hM ; gi de®ned on the domain E is individually feasible if
gi�r�s�� 3 ÿ wi for all i 2 N , si 2 Si, and all r 2 R; it is balanced ifP

i2N gi�r� � 0 (i.e.,
P

i2N gi�r�s� � 0 for all s 2 S) for all r 2 R; 3 it is fea-
sible if it is both individually feasible and balanced, i.e., for all r 2 R,
g�r� 2 A with g�r�s�� 2 A�w� for all s 2 S.

A mechanism hM ; gi is called a direct or a revelation mechanism if M � S.
That is, each agent announces a, possibly false, state which is used by
g�s1; . . . ; sn� to pick up x 2 A. Such a special strategy is called a deceptive
strategy for agent i. Thus a deception for agent i is a function from Si to Si,
say, ai : Si ! Si with ai�si� � �a1i �si�; a2i �si�� 2 Qi � Ti for all si 2 Si. The in-
terpretation is that when i is of type si, he acts as if he is of type ai�si�. Let s

3 In the rest of the paper, whenever we write a function equality (or inequality), it
means the equality (or inequality) holds for every point in the domain.
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denote the truthful strategy pro®le, that is, si�si� � si for all i 2 N and all
si 2 Si. Then truth telling is simply the identity function.

To get a feasible mechanism, we have to assume that a1i �si� 2 �0;wi� \ Qi

for all wi 2 Qi. That is, agents are allowed to under report but not over report
their endowments. This assumption is necessary, as was proved in Hurwicz,
Maskin, and Postlewaite [12], to insure feasible outcomes when endowments
are state dependent and unknown to the designer. Note that although the
true endowment is the upper bound of the announced endowment, the de-
signer does not need to know this upper bound. This is because whenever an
agent claims an endowment of a certain amount, the designer can ask him to
exhibit it (we may, for instance, imagine that the rules of the game require
that the agent `put on the table' the reported amount a1i �si�). Note that, since
a1i �si� 2 wi is permitted, the agent is able to withhold a part of the true
endowment. For the problem to be non-trivial, complete withholding by all
agents is ruled out by assuming that

P
i2N a1i �si� � 0 for all w 2 Q. Also

note that, by assumption, gi�r� 3 ÿ a1i 3 ÿ s1i for all i 2 N and r 2 R.
That is, the outcome function will never deprive the agent of goods in excess
of this claimed endowment and thus it is individually feasible.

The self-interested behavior of agents is assumed to be described by the
Bayesian equilibrium solution notion developed by Harsanyi [8].

De®nition 1 A strategy pro®le r is a Bayesian equilibrium of a mechanism
hM ; gi de®ned on E if for all i 2 N and si 2 Si,

g�r� Ri�si� g�r̂i; rÿi�
for all r̂ 2 R. Denote by BhM ;gi�e� the set of all such allocations for environment
e.When r is a Bayesian equilibrium, then g�r� is called a Bayesian equilibrium
outcome.

Let the notation x � a represent the social choice function which results in
x�a�s�� for all s 2 S. For any equilibrium r of a given mechanism hM ; g0i, we
can de®ne a direct mechanism hS; gi by g � g0 � r (i.e, g�s� � g0�r�s�� for all
s 2 S). Then, by the well-known revelation principle4, we know that the
truthful strategy s is a Bayesian equilibrium for this direct mechanism.

De®nition 2 For an economic environment e, a mechanism hM ; gi is said to
(fully) Bayesian implement a social choice set F if

(i) For any x 2 F , there is a Bayesian equilibrium r to the mechanism hM ; gi
such that g�r�s�� � x�s� for all s 2 J .

4 The revelation principle roughly says that a social choice rule attainable by an
abstract incentive mechanism can also be attained by a truthtelling mechanism when
solution concepts are given by a dominant strategy equilibrium, Bayesian equilib-
rium, or maximin equilibrium. The revelation principle provides a simple method for
representing the constraints imposed by private information and strategic behavior.
The revelation principle has played a prominent role in the study of incentive
compatibility of economic mechanisms.
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(ii) For any Bayesian equilibrium r to the mechanism hM ; gi, there exists some
x 2 F such that g�r�s�� � x�s� for all s 2 J .

If there is a mechanism hM ; gi which Bayesian implements a social choice set F ,
then F is said to be Bayesian implementable.

Remark 2 Note that, by the de®nition of implementation, the concern for
implementation is only on the set J . Since allocations in states occurring with
probability zero are irrelevant in this ®nite state model considered in the
paper, it enables us to concentrate only on the set J even though social choice
functions are de®ned on all of S. Hence any two social choice functions
which agree on J can be regarded to be equivalent.

De®nition 3 Two social choice functions x; y 2 F are said to be equivalent if
x�s� � y�s� for all s 2 J . Two social choice sets F and F̂ are said to be equiv-
alent if for each x 2 F , there exists y 2 F̂ which is equivalent to x, and for each
y 2 F̂ , there exists x 2 F which is equivalent to y.

We can also consider global Bayesian-implementation. De®ne a social
choice correspondenceF : S ! 2X on the domain E as a set-valued function
which assigns to every economy e 2 E a social choice set F�e� � X .

De®nition 4 A social choice correspondence F : S ! 2X is said to be globally
Bayesian implementable relative to E if, for all e 2 E, F�e� is Bayesian im-
plementable.

The following closure property of the social choice set is a basic re-
quirement for an implementable social choice set.

De®nition 5 Let B and D be any two disjoint sets such that B [ D � J and for
any p 2 P either p 2 B or p 2 D. A social choice set F is said to satisfy closure
if for any x; y 2 F , there exists z 2 F such that z�s� � x�s� for all s 2 B and
z�s� � y�s� for all s 2 D.

Postlewaite and Schmeidler [25] showed that the closure condition is al-
ways necessary for implementation of a social choice set. This is because, for
any two equilibrium strategies of a mechanism, a third strategy, in which
agents act according to the ®rst strategy on the states of B 2 J and the second
strategy on the states of D 2 J , must also be an equilibrium of the mecha-
nism. Since F is implementable, the allocation resulting from the third
strategy must lie in F . This means that closure must be satis®ed.

We now de®ne the non-con®scatority, Bayesian incentive compatibility
and monotonicity of a social choice set F , which are key conditions to
characterize Bayesian implementability of F . It may be remarked that our
notations and formulations may be easier to understand and more trans-
parent than those provided in the literature.

De®nition 6 A social choice set F is non-con®scatory if for any x 2 F and i 2 N ,
we have xi�s� � wi � 0 for all s 2 J .
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De®nition 7 A social choice set F is said to be individually rational if for all
x 2 F and i 2 N , xRi�si�0 for all s 2 J .

Even though the non-con®scatority condition is not needed for imple-
mentation of F when feasible sets are known to the designer and agents, it is
necessary for implementation of F when feasible set is state dependent. Note
that, by non-con®scatority, we have xi�s�Pi�si� ÿ wi for any x 2 F and i 2 N .
Also note that individual rationality of F implies non-con®scatority when
w � 0 and utility functions are strictly increasing. Indeed, suppose this were
not true. Then xi�s� � wi 2 0 � wi for some s 2 J and some i 2 N , and thus
0Pi�si�xi�s� by strict monotonicity of preferences, which contradicts the
supposition that x is an individual rational allocation.

De®nition 8 A social choice set F is Bayesian incentive-compatible if for all
x 2 F , i 2 N , si 2 Si, we have x Ri�si� x � �ai; sÿi� for all deceptions ai.

The concept of Bayesian incentive-compatibility means that every agent
will report his type truthfully provided all other agents are employing their
truthful strategies and thus every truthful strategy pro®le is a Bayesian
equilibrium of the direct mechanism hS; xi. Notice that Bayesian incentive
compatibility does not say what is the best response of an agent when other
agents are not using truthful strategies. So it may also contain some unde-
sirable equilibrium outcomes when a mechanism has multiple equilibria. The
goal for designing a mechanism is to reach a desirable equilibrium outcome,
but it may also result in an undesirable equilibrium outcome. Thus, while the
incentive compatibility requirement is central, it may not be su�cient for a
mechanism to give all of desirable outcomes. The severity of this multiple
equilibrium problem has been exempli®ed by Demski and Sappington [6],
Postlewaite and Schmeidler [25], Repullo [27], and others. The implemen-
tation problem involves designing mechanisms to ensure that all equilibria
result in desirable outcomes which are captured by the social choice set.

Note that, by the de®nition of pi, ai is constant on pi�si� (i.e.,
ai�s0i� � ai�si� for all s0 2 pi�si��. Thus the above de®nition is the same as the
one in, say, Jackson [13], but in our formulation it is easier to understand the
meaning of Bayesian incentive compatibility.

De®nition 9 A social choice set F is said to satisfy Bayesian monotonicity if for
every x 2 F and every deception a such that x � a is not equivalent to any social
choice function in F, there exist i 2 N , si 2 Si, and y 2 X such that

(1) y � a Pi�si� x � a;
(2) x Ri�s0i� y � ��asi ; sÿi� for all s0i 2 Si, where �asi is a constant function de®ned

by �asi�s0i� � ai�si� for all s0i 2 Si.

Bayesian monotonicity means that for every x 2 F and for every decep-
tion a, either x � a is equivalent to F or x � a is not. If x � a is not equivalent to
F , then there exists some agent i and si such that x � a is upset by y � a for
some y 2 X (so x � a is not an equilibrium) but x is not upset by y � ��asi ; sÿi�.
In essence, the Bayesian monotonicity condition assures the ``selective
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elimination'' of undesirable equilibrium. Consider a mechanism which may
implement F and has an equilibrium such that g � r � x. Suppose that agents
use a deception a, so that the strategies r � a are played leading to the out-
come x � a. If there is no social choice function in F which is equivalent to
x � a, then r � a must not be a Bayesian equilibrium. The Bayesian mono-
tonicity condition assures that in this case strategy r � a can be ruled out as
an equilibrium, thus there exists an agent i who is better o� at y � a for some
allocation y at some state si, and assures that agent i cannot gain by falsely
accusing the other agents of deceiving.

3 Implementation in incomplete information

In this section, we will characterize Bayesian implementability by giving
necessary and su�cient conditions for both non-di�use and di�use infor-
mation structures in the exchange economic environments speci®ed in Sec-
tion 2. The ®rst theorem provides a characterization of Bayesian
implementable social choice set in non-di�use information structures. The
characterization is that there exists an equivalent social choice set which
satis®es closure, non-con®scatority, Bayesian incentive-compatibility, and
Bayesian monotonicity. The second theorem provides a characterization of a
Bayesian implementable social choice set in di�use information structures,
which shows that a social choice set is implementable if and only if it satis®es
closure, non-con®scatority, Bayesian incentive-compatibility, and Bayesian
monotonicity.

Theorem 1 In any exchange economic environment e in which n 3 3, infor-
mation structure is non-di�use, and utility functions Ui : Rl

� � T ! R� are
strictly increasing in consumption for each type t 2 T , a social choice set F is
Bayesian implementable if and only if there exists an equivalent social choice
set F̂ which satis®es closure, non-con®scatority, Bayesian incentive compati-
bility, and Bayesian monotonicity.

Proof. Necessity. Let hM ; gi implement F and de®ne F̂ � x 2 X : x � g�r�f
for some equilibrium r to hM ; gig. By the de®nition of implementation it
follows that F̂ is equivalent to F . We show that F̂ is non-con®scatory,
Bayesian incentive compatible, and Bayesian monotonic.

Suppose, by way of contradiction, that F is con®scatory. Then there exist
x 2 F , s 2 J and i 2 N such that xi�s� � ÿwi. Then, by strict monotonicity of
Ui and wi � 0, we have ÿwi=2Pi�si�x. Since hM ; gi implements F , there exists
a Bayesian equilibrium r 2 R such that h�r� � x. Hence we have
ÿwi=2Pi�si�h�r�. But, for any r̂i with r̂i � �r̂1i ; r̂2i � � �wi=2; r̂2i �, we have
hi�r̂i; rÿi� 3 ÿ r̂1i � ÿwi=2 by assumption. Hence, h�r̂i; rÿi�Ri�si�
ÿwi=2Pi�si�h�r�, which contradicts the supposition that r is a Bayesian
equilibrium. So F must be non-con®scatory.
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Take any x 2 F̂ and an equilibrium r such that g�r�s�� � x�s� for all
s 2 S. Note that for any deception ai, we have ri � ai 2 Ri. Since r is an
equilibrium strategy, then for any i 2 N ,

g�r� Ri�si� g�r� � �ai; sÿi� :
Since g�r� � x and g�r� � �ai; sÿi� � x � �ai; sÿi�, then for any si 2 Si we have

x Ri�si� x � �ai; sÿi�
for all deceptions ai which establishes Bayesian incentive compatibility.

Take any x 2 F̂ and an equilibrium r such that g�r�s�� � x�s� for all
s 2 S. Suppose that there is some deception a such that x � a is not equivalent
to F̂ . Then there exists no z 2 F such that z�s� � x � a�s� for all s 2 S and thus
it must be that r � a is not equilibrium at some s 2 S. Therefore, there exist
i 2 N , m̂i 2 Mi, and r̂i 2 Ri such that g�r̂i; rÿi� � �si; aÿi� Pi�si� g�r� � a, where
r̂i�s0i� � m̂i for all s0i 2 Si. Then r̂i � ai � r̂i and thus

g�r̂i; rÿi� � a Pi�si� g�r� � a :

Let y � g�r̂i; rÿi�. From above, we have

y � a Pi�si� x � a :

Since r is an equilibrium, it follows that g�r� Ri�s0i� g�r̂i;rÿi� � ��asi ; sÿi� for all
s0i 2 Si. Since g�r� � x and y � g�r̂i; rÿi�, we have

x Ri�s0i� y � ��asi ; sÿi�
for all s0i 2 Si. Thus F is Bayesian monotonic.

Now we prove the su�ciency portion of the theorem. We want to con-
struct a mechanism which implements a social choice set F̂ if it satis®es the
conditions of the theorem. Note that, when F̂ is equivalent to F , the mech-
anism also implements F by de®nition. Thus the proof of the su�ciency
portion of the theorem can be done by considering implementation of F̂ .

For every i 2 N , let

Mi � Qi � Ti � X � �0; 1� :
An element in �0; 1� could be interpreted as the desirability to agent i of
deviating from an agreement on a social choice rule. Then
M � M1 �M2 � . . .�Mn. Partition M into the following sets:

D1 � fm 2 M : 9x 2 F s:t: mj � ��; �; x; �� 8j 2 Ng : �1�
D2�i� � fm 2 M : m 62 D1; 9x 2 F s:t: mj � ��; �; x; �� 8j 6� i �2�

mi � ��; �; y;m4
i � with m4

i 3 max
j2N
fm4

jg and y 2 Xg : �3�
D3 � fm 2 M : m 62 D1 [ D2g : �4�

Here D2 �
S

i2N D2�i�. De®ne �ai by �ai�si� � �m1
i ;m

2
i � for all si 2 Si. We can

further subdivide D2�i� as follows
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D2a�i� � fm 2 D2�i� : x Ri�s0i� y � ��ai; sÿi� for all s0i 2 Sig �5�
D2b�i� � fm 2 D2�i� : y � ��ai; sÿi� Pi�s0i� x for some s0i 2 Sig : �6�

De®ne D2a �
S

i2N D2a�i� and D2b �
S

i2N D2b�i�.
Let N 0�m� � fi 2 N : m4

i 3 m4
j for all j 2 Ng, let

N�m� � N 0�m� if N 0�m� 6� N
f1g otherwise ,

�
and let n�m� � #N�m�. That is, N�m� is a subset of N , which either consists
of agent 1 if all agents choose the same number in �0; 1�, or the agents who
bid the highest value in �0; 1� otherwise.

The outcome function g : M ! A is de®ned by

g�m� �
x�m1;m2� if m 2 D1

y�m1;m2� if m 2 D2a

x�m1;m2� if m 2 D2b : �8�

8><>:
and for m 2 D3

gi�m� �
1

n�m�
P

j62N�m� m1
j if i 2 N�m�

ÿm1
i otherwise. (9)

�
Note that when a message is given by m � r�s�, the outcome can be

denoted as

g�r�s�� �
x � a�s� if r�s� 2 D1

y � a�s� if r�s� 2 D2a

x � a�s� if r�s� 2 D2b : �10�

8><>:
and for r�s� 2 D3

gi�r�s�� �
1

n�r�s��
P

j62N�r�s�� a
1
j �sj� if i 2 N�r�s��

ÿa1i �si� otherwise . (11)

(

Also note that, by the construction of the mechanism, gi�r� 3 ÿ
a1i 3 ÿ s1i for all i 2 N and r 2 R, and

P
i2N gi�r� � 0 for all r 2 R so that

it is balanced (not merely weakly balanced). Thus the mechanism is feasible.

Remark 3 The structure of the mechanism is similar to many of the mech-
anisms used in the Nash and Bayesian implementation literature, which has
the following natural explanations. The message space is portioned into three
basic regions, D1 ÿ D3. D1 is a region in which all agents request the same
allocation rule, say, x 2 F . In this region, the outcome is given by x�m1;m2�.
D2�i� is a region in which agent i deviates unilaterally from D1 by signaling
the highest desirability in �0; 1� and asks for some y 2 X . In this region, the
outcome depends on whether the message m lies in D2a�i� or D2b�i�. In D2a�i�,
agent i appears no better o� with y � ��ai; sÿi� than with x for all s0i 2 Si. In this
case, the outcome is y�m1;m2�. In D2b�i�, agent i is better o� with y � ��ai; sÿi�
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than with x for some s0i 2 Si. The outcome is x�m1;m2�. Finally, the remaining
region is called D3, in which the agent who has the highest request for
deviation receives all the reported net endowments of other agents. Since any
j 6� i can move unilaterally from D2�i� to D3, there is no equilibrium in D2�i�.
There is clearly no equilibrium in D3. Thus, all equilibria lie in D1. The above
intuition will be formalized and proved in three lemmas below.

The above mechanism is in the class of so-called augmented revelation
mechanisms which was studied by Mookherjee and Reichelstein [17]. In these
mechanisms, agents can either report their private information, or send some
auxiliary ``non-state'' messages so that a social choice set F can be imple-
mented by an augmented revelation mechanism. This approach is standard
in characterizing implementable social choice rules in the literature.

The following lemmas establish the su�ciency portion of the theorem.

Lemma 1 If a social choice set F satis®es the Bayesian incentive compatibility
condition, then for every x 2 F the strategy r with ri � �s1i ; s2i ; x; 0� is a
Bayesian equilibrium to the mechanism hM ; gi constructed above.

Proof. We ®rst note that r�s� 2 D1 and a � �s1; s2� so that g�r�s�� � x�s� for
all s 2 S. We verify that r is an equilibrium by showing that there are no
improving deviations.

For i 2 N and s 2 S, suppose r̂i�si� 6� ri�si�. There are two cases to
consider: (1) r̂i�si� � �â1i �si�; â2i �si�; x; r̂4i �si�� and (2) r̂i�si� � �â1i �si�; â2i �si�;
y; r̂4i �si�� for some y 6� x.

In case (1), it is clear �r̂i; rÿi��s0� 2 D1 for all s0 2 pi�si� and thus the
resulting allocation is g�r̂i; rÿi� � g�r� � �âi; sÿi� on pi�si�. By the Bayesian
incentive compatibility, we have x Ri�si� x � �âi; sÿi� for all âi.

In case (2), we have �r̂i; rÿi��s� 2 D2�i� since r̂4i �si� 3 maxj6�i r4j �sj� � 0.
If x Ri�s0i� y � �âi; sÿi� for all s0i 2 Si, then the resulting allocation outcome is
y � �âi; sÿi� on pi�si� (by noting aÿi � sÿi) and thus we have
g�ri; rÿi� Ri�si� g�r̂i; rÿi�, which is not improving. Otherwise, the resulting
outcome g�r̂i; rÿi� � x�âi; sÿi� � x � �âi; sÿi� on pi�si�. By the Bayesian in-
centive compatibility, we have x Ri�si� x � �âi; sÿi�.

Thus in either case we have shown that for all i 2 N and s 2 S,
g�ri; rÿi� Ri�si� g�r̂i; rÿi� for all r̂i 2 Ri. So r is an equilibrium. Q.E.D.

Lemma 2 If r is a Bayesian equilibrium to the mechanism hM ; gi constructed
above, then r�s� 2 D1 for all s 2 S.

Proof. Suppose r is a Bayesian equilibrium, but there is some s 2 S such that
r�s� 62 D1. There are two cases to consider: (1) r�s� 2 D2�i� for some i and (2)
r�s� 2 D3.

Case 1. r�s� 2 D2�i� for some i. Since n 3 3, there exists some k 6� i such that

gk�r�s�� �
X
j 6�k

r1j �sj� : �12�
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Indeed, suppose not. Then gk�r�s�� 3
P

j6�k r1j �sj� for all k 6� i. Also,
gi�r�s�� 3 ÿ r1i �si� by the construction of the mechanism. Summing these
inequalities over all individuals, we have 0 �Pj2N gj�r�s�� 3 �nÿ 2�P

j2N r1j �sj� � 0, a contradiction.
Let r̂k � �r1k ; r2k ; r3k ; r̂4k�, where r̂4k�s0k� � m̂4 > r4j �s0k� for all j 2 N and

s0 2 S. (Note that the ®rst three components of r̂k are the same as rk and only
the fourth component is di�erent.) Then �r̂k; rÿk��s� 2 D3, and N�r̂k; rÿk�
�s� � fkg so that n�r̂k; rÿk��s� � 1. Therefore, we have

gk�r̂k; rÿk��s� �
X
j6�k

r1j �sj� :

Since Uk is strictly increasing, we have by (12)

Uk�g�r̂k; rÿk��s� � wk; t� > Uk�g�r��s� � wk; t� :
For any s0 2 pk�sk�, there are ®ve subcases to consider. For each subcase,

we show that

Uk�g�r̂k; rÿk��s0� � wk; t� 3 Uk�g�r��s0� � wk; t� :

Subcase 1.a. r�s0� 2 D1. In this case, �r̂k; rÿk��s0� 2 D1. Since the resulting
outcome is independent of the fourth component of a message m in D1 by the
de®nition of the mechanism, we have g�r̂k; rÿk��s0� � g�r��s0�.
Subcase 1.b. r�s0� 2 D2�k�. Since the ®rst three components are the same as
rk and r̂4k�s0k� > maxj6�kfr4j �s0j�g, we also have �r̂k; rÿk��s0� 2 D2�k� and thus
g�r̂k; rÿk��s0� � g�r��s0�.
Subcase 1.c. r�s0� 2 D2�j� for some j 6� k. In this case, gk�r��s0� � yk�r�s0�� if
r�s0� 2 D2a�j� or gk�r��s0� � xk�r�s0�� if r�s0� 2 D2b�j�, and �r̂k; rÿk��s0� 2 D3

by also noting that r̂4k�s0k� > maxj6�kfr4j �s0j�g. So we also have
gk�r̂k; rÿk��s0� �

P
j6�k r1j �s0j� 3 gk�r��s0� by the feasibility of x and y.

Subcase 1.d. r�s0� 2 D3, r3k�s0k� � x 6� y � r3j �s0j� for all j 6� k and r4k�s0k�
< r4j �s0j� for some j 6� k.

Then �r̂k; rÿk��s0� 2 D2 and thus gk�r̂k;rÿk��s0� 3 ÿ r1k�sk� � gk�r��s0�.
Subcase 1.e. r�s0� 2 D3 and �r̂k; rÿk��s0� 2 D3. In this, it is clear that
gk�r̂k; rÿk��s0� �

P
j6�k r1j �s0j� 3 gk�r��s0�.

Hence we have

g�r̂k; rÿk� Pk�sk� g�r� ;

which contradicts the fact that r is a Bayesian equilibrium.

Case 2. r�s� 2 D3. Since n 3 3, there exists k 2 N such that gk�r�s�� �
ÿr1k�sk� and not the case r3 � x 2 F for all j 6� k.

Let r̂k � �r1k ; r2k ; r3k ; r̂4k�, where r̂4k�s0� � m̂4 > maxj6�kfr4j �s0j�g for all
s0j 2 Sj. Then �r̂k; rÿk��s� 2 D3, and N�r̂k; rÿk� � fkg so that n�r̂k; rÿk� � 1.
Thus we have
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gk�r̂k; rÿk��s� �
X
j6�k

r1j �sj� � ÿr1k � gk�r��s�

by noting that
P

i2N ri�si� � 0 by assumption. Hence, by strict monotonicity
of Uk, we have

Uk�g�r̂k; rÿk��s� � wk; t� > Uk�g�r��s� � wk; t� :
As in Case 1, we can similarly show, by discussing ®ve subcases, that for

any s0 2 pk�sk�,
Uk�g�r̂k; rÿk��s0� � w0k; t

0� 3 Uk�g�r��s0� � w0k; t
0� :

Thus we have

g�r̂k; rÿk� Pk�sk� g�rk; rÿk�
for some sk 2 N . But this contradicts the fact that r is a Bayesian equilib-
rium. Q.E.D.

Lemma 3 If a social choice set F satis®es closure and Bayesian monotonicity,
then for each Bayesian equilibrium r to the mechanism hM ; gi constructed
above, there exists z 2 F which is equivalent to g�r�.
Proof. Since r is a Bayesian equilibrium, r�s� 2 D1 for all s 2 S by Lemma 2.
Then there exists some x 2 F such that r3i �s� � x for all i 2 N and s 2 S.
Thus, g�r� � x � a (by noting that a � �r1; r2)). Suppose, by way of con-
tradiction, that there does not exist a social choice function in F which is
equivalent to x � a (� g�r�). By the Bayesian monotonicity of F , there exist
i 2 N , si 2 Si, and y 2 F such that

y � a Pi�si� x � a

and

x Ri�s0i� y � ��asi ; sÿi�
for all s0i 2 Si.

Let r̂i � ��a1si
; �a2si

; y; r̂4i � with r̂4i �s0i� � m̂4 > r4j �s0j� for all j 2 N and s0 2 S.
Then �r̂i; rÿi��s0� 2 D2a for all s0 2 S and thus we have

g�r̂i; rÿi� � y � ��asi ; aÿi� :
Hence,

g�r̂i; rÿi� Pi�si� gi�ri; rÿi� ;
but this contradicts the fact that r is a Bayesian equilibrium. Thus
x � a � g�r� 2 F . Q.E.D.

From Lemmas 1±3, we know that F is implementable and thus the proof
of the su�ciency of Theorem 1 is completed.

Summarizing our discussion, we can conclude that, for the set of exchange
economic environments E in which n 3 3 and utility functions
Ui : Rl

� � T ! R� are strictly increasing for each type t 2 T , a social choice set
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correspondenceF : E! 2X is globally Bayesian implementable if and only if
for any F 2F�e�, there exists an equivalent social choice set F̂ which satis®es
closure, Bayesian incentive compatibility, and Bayesian monotonicity.

For this non-di�use information structure, Theorem 1 depends on the
existence of a social choice set which is equivalent to the social choice set F
which one wants to implement. The question then is if one can actually ®nd
such a social choice set which is relatively easy to check if it is equivalent to
F . The following corollary answers this question.

For any social choice function x 2 F , de®ne a social choice function
x0 2 X by

x0�s� � x�s� if s 2 J
ÿw otherwise .

�
�13�

Let F 0 be the set of all such social choice functions satisfy (13). It is clear that
F 0 is equivalent to F .

Corollary 1 In an exchange economic environment e in which n 3 3 and utility
functions Ui : Rl

� � T ! R� are strictly increasing in consumption for each
type t 2 T , a social choice set F is Bayesian implementable if and only if F 0

satis®es closure, non-con®scatority, Bayesian incentive compatibility, and
Bayesian monotonicity.

Proof. The su�ciency portion of Corollary 1 follows from Theorem 1. We
only need to show necessity.

Let hM ; gi implement F and de®ne F̂ � fx 2 X : x � g�r� for some
equilibrium r to hM ; gig. F 0 satis®es closure and non-con®scatority since
closure and non-con®scatority depend only on the allocations resulting on J .
We now show that F 0 are Bayesian incentive compatible and Bayesian
monotonic.

Take any x 2 F̂ and an equilibrium r such that g�r�s�� � x�s� for all
s 2 S. Since F̂ is Bayesian incentive compatible from the proof in Theorem 1,
we have x Ri�si� x � �ai; sÿi� for all deceptions ai. Since
Ui�x0i �s� � wi; t� � Ui�0; t� � 0 for all s 2 S n J , then x remains an equilibrium
to hM ; x0i and x Ri�si� x � �ai; sÿi� implies that x0 Ri�si� x0 � �ai; sÿi�. Thus F 0

is Bayesian incentive compatible.
Take any x 2 F̂ . Suppose that there is some deception a such that x � a is

not equivalent to F 0. Let x̂ 2 F̂ be a social choice function which is equivalent
to x0. If x̂ � a is equivalent to x0 � a, then the existence of such i, si, and y
follows directly from the fact F̂ satis®es Bayesian monotonicity. So consider
the case x̂ � a is not equivalent to x0 � a. From the de®nitions of x̂ and x0 it
follows that x0�a�s�� � w � 0 6� x̂�a�s�� � w for some s 2 J . Furthermore
x0�a�s0�� � w � 0 whenever x0�a�s0�� 6� x̂�a�s0�� for some s0 2 S. Hence by
strict monotonicity of utility functions, there is i 2 N such that
x̂ � a Pi�si� x0 � a. Since r is an equilibrium, it follows that x̂ Ri �s0i� x0�
��asi ; sÿi� for all s0i 2 Si. This implies that x0 Ri�s0i� x0 � ��asi ; sÿi� for all s0i 2 Si.
Thus, we establish the Bayesian monotonicity of F 0. Q.E.D.
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When J � S, a non-di�use information structure reduces to a di�use
information structure and thus any social choice set which is equivalent to F
consists simply of F itself. So we have the following theorem which char-
acterizes implementability of a social choice set with di�use information
structures.

Theorem 2 In an exchange economic environment e in which n 3 3, infor-
mation structure is di�use, and utility functions Ui : Rl

� � T ! R� are strictly
increasing in consumption for each type t 2 T , a social choice set F is Bayesian
implementable if and only if it satis®es closure, non-con®scatority, Bayesian
incentive compatibility, and Bayesian monotonicity.

4 Implementation in complete information

The results in the last section generalize and improve upon the existing re-
sults for Bayesian implementation in exchange economic environments and
include them as special cases such as those of Postlewaite and Schmeidler
[25], Palfrey and Srivastava [20], Mookherjee and Reichelstein [17], Jackson
[13], and Hong [9] by allowing both preferences and feasible sets to be state
dependent. Since complete information is a special case of incomplete in-
formation, we can use the above results to fully characterize Nash imple-
mentability in complete information economic environments for an arbitrary
(®nite or in®nite) set A.5

As we remarked above, the concept of a social choice set in general di�ers
from that of a social choice correspondence. However, when closure is sat-
is®ed and information is complete, the two de®nitions are equivalent. This is
because, under complete information, every pi�si� is a singleton element set
and thus closure yields that every selection from F is an element of F , so F
can be written as a correspondence from S into A. In this case, Bayesian
monotonicity reduces to Nash monotonicity for both preferences and en-
dowments unknown to the designer and Bayesian implementation reduces to
Nash implementation.

De®nition 10 A social choice correspondence F : S ! 2A is said to satisfy Nash
monotonicity if for any s 2 S and s0 2 S with w0 3 w, x 2 F �s� and x 62 F �s0�,
there exist i 2 N and y 2 A�w0� such that

(1) Ui�yi � w0i; t
0� > Ui�xi � w0i�; t0i�;

(2) Ui�xi � wi; t� 3 Ui�yi � wi; t� whenever y 2 A�w�.

5 Under complete information, every pi�si� consists of singleton element s, and thus
one can easily see that, even for an in®nite set of A, the conclusion of Theorem 1 is
also true by checking the proof of Theorem 1.
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Note that when endowments are known to the designer, w0 � w and thus the
above de®nition reduces to the conventional Nash-Maskin monotonicity de®ned
by Maskin [14].

De®nition 11 A social choice correspondence F : S ! 2A is said to be Nash
implementable if there is a mechanism hM ; gi such that NM ;g�s� 6� ; and
NM ;g�s� � F �s� for all s 2 S. Here NM ;g�s� is the set of all Nash equilibrium
outcomes of the hM ; gi.

Incentive compatibility has played a major role in the theory of imple-
mentation with incomplete information, but not when information is com-
plete. The reason is that with complete information and three or more agents
incentive compatibility is automatically satis®ed (cf. Palfrey and Srivastava
[24]).

HMP [12] considered Nash implementation of a social choice corre-
spondence for complete information exchange economic environments when
endowments and/or preference are unknown to the designer. When prefer-
ences are known but endowments are unknown to the designer, they show
that for exchange economic environments with three or more agents and
monotonically increasing preferences, individual rationality is su�cient, and
in conjunction with the continuity of preferences, also necessary for a social
choice correspondence to be Nash implementable. When endowments and
preference are both unknown to the designer, they show that for exchange
economic environments with three or more agents and monotonically in-
creasing preferences, individual rationality and Nash-Maskin monotonicity
are su�cient, and in conjunction with the continuity of preferences, also
necessary for a social choice correspondence to be Nash implementable.

As in Theorem 1, we can similarly prove the following theorem which
improves upon the result of HMP [12] by relaxing the continuity of utility
functions and the individual rationality of a social choice correspondence.

Theorem 3 In complete information exchange economic environments in which
n 3 3 and utility functions Ui : Rl

� � T ! R� are strictly increasing in con-
sumption for each t 2 T , a social choice correspondence F :! 2A is Nash im-
plementable if and only if F is non-con®scatory and Nash monotonic.

Thus, when endowments and preference are both unknown to the de-
signer, the individual rationality condition imposed in Theorem 2.B.B of
HMP [12] can be weakened to non-con®scatority, and the continuity con-
dition becomes redundant. Also, when preferences are known but endow-
ments are unknown to the designer, we have dropped the continuity
condition and weakened individual rationality to non-con®scatority and
Nash monotonicity. Indeed, from Theorem 1 of HMP [12] and Theorem 3
above, we know that, for exchange economic environments considered in
Theorem 3 above, a social choice correspondence F is Nash monotonic if it is
individually rational. This is because, by Theorem 1 of HMP [12], if indi-
vidual rationality is satis®ed, F is implementable. Then, by the necessity of
Theorem 3, we know it is Nash monotonic.
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5 Conclusion

In this paper we have extended the theory of Bayesian implementation to
cover exchange economic environments in which both preferences and fea-
sible sets are incomplete information. Thus our results stand in sharp con-
trast to previous results in the literature by allowing both preferences and
feasible sets to be state dependent. We fully characterize Bayesian imple-
mentability by giving necessary and su�cient conditions for both di�use and
non-di�use information structures when there are at least three individuals.
We show that, in exchange economic environments where there are three or
more individuals and preferences are monotonically increasing, a social
choice set is Bayesian implementable if and only if closure, non-con®sca-
tority, Bayesian monotonicity, and Bayesian incentive compatibility are
satis®ed. As a consequence, we also fully characterize Nash implementability
by giving necessary and su�cient conditions. We show that the individual
rationality condition imposed in Hurwicz, Maskin, and Postlewaite [12] can
be weakened to non-con®scatority and the continuity condition becomes
redundant for Nash implementation when endowments and preferences are
both unknown to the designer. Thus our results generalize and improve upon
the existing results about Nash and Bayesian implementation in exchange
economic environments and include them as special cases.

However, there are a number of issues which have been ignored in the
paper. One issue not addressed in the paper is to consider implementation in
more general non-economic environments which have general feasible sets.
This extension is not trivial since the general feasible sets have less mathe-
matical structure. One has to impose some mathematical structure in the
model so that feasible sets are comparable with each other. Recently, Hong
[10] developed a feasible Bayesian implementation framework which is used
to deal with such non-economic environments. She give necessary and suf-
®cient conditions for a social choice set to be feasibly Bayesian implement-
able for environments with con¯icting interests and a best element.

The second issue is how to extend our results to consider Bayesian im-
plementability by not only a feasible but also continuous mechanism. Most
characterization results in the Bayesian implementation literature have ig-
nored this requirement. The characterization results just show what is pos-
sible for implementation of a general social choice set, but not what is
realistic. Wettstein [37] and Tian [34] gave the feasible and continuous
mechanisms for Bayesian implementation when individual endowments are
complete information. These mechanisms may be modi®ed to consider
Bayesian implementation in incomplete information environments with both
state dependent preferences and endowments.

The third issue not addressed in the paper is two-person Bayesian im-
plementation. However, by using similar techniques in the paper, one may
extend the results of Dutta and Sen [5] to the case where preferences and
endowments are both unknown to the designer.
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